1. Total maximum points for all tasks is 555, not 535
   a. Task 10: 45 Points Max
   b. Task 12: 40 Points Max

2. Task 3 Reworded to:
   5 points per chemical mixed
   0 points if all chemicals are not mixed
   20 points if all chemicals are mixed using 1 STEMbot
   30 points if all chemicals are mixed using 2 STEMbots

3. Task 6 corrected to:
   5 points per bug removed – 5 bonus points if all four bugs are removed
   0 points if the red code block is removed
   25 POINTS MAX

   The removed “bugs” do not need to be placed in any particular location after being “debugged” as long as they are no longer in the terminal. The red code block must remain inside the defined computer terminal to score.

Updated FAQs:

1. Can I use Zip Lines?
   a. Yes, you may use zip lines to deliver items to other locations. As long as all of the items are arranged within the target location as described in the rules.